green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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Produced by my Pythagoras module for calcultaing angles and missing pannel measure numbers
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measured from base-line to under- and upper-side of the panel; base-line Genesis is from floor
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Tamas measurer drawing received 12/6/2012

Width:8490 pixels
Height:7205 pixels
Depth:24 bit/pixel
Resolution:150 dpi
Format:TIFF
Size:329586128 bytes

Tjebbe production rectangle

result of production rectangle check with Genesis
drawing copied & enlarged and keeping
proportions to see if they fit in my production
frame

Tamas measure drawing entered in SoftImage3D software received 12/6/2012

xNote

I made the height at the right also 1200 (maybe I need to make a mark)
I see a difference in measure of right under Tamas 383/382

location of panels

Genesis measure drawing for wooden panels

white = Tamas Walickzy numbering yellow = Tjebbe/Genesis naming of panels of the mural

dFirst

2012-06-13 dLast 2012-06-21

green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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Produced by my Pythagoras module for calcultaing angles and missing pannel measure numbers
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2 Tamas

/SCMURAL2master/SCMURAL2print/B1print.tif
measured from base-line to under- and upper-side of the panel; base-line Genesis is from floor
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Tamas measurer drawing received 12/6/2012
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Depth:24 bit/pixel
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Format:TIFF
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Tjebbe production rectangle

production rectangle check with Genesis layer

Tamas measure drawing entered in SoftImage3D software received 12/6/2012

xNote

problem.. the 85 mm at the right should be when calculated be 82.5
After checking 7 times I can only conclude that this one misses 2mm in the width of the production
rectangle,
I used a width 849 mm now and then it is correct.
location of panels

Genesis measure drawing for wooden panels

white = Tamas Walickzy numbering yellow = Tjebbe/Genesis naming of panels of the mural

dFirst

2012-06-13 dLast 2012-06-21

green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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red / blue = auto-calculated numbers

3 Tamas

/SCMURAL2master/SCMURAL2print/B2print.tif
measured from base-line to under- and upper-side of the panel; base-line Genesis is from floor
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Depth:24 bit/pixel
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Format:TIFF
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Tjebbe production rectangle

production rectangle check with Genesis layer

Tamas measure drawing entered in SoftImage3D software received 12/6/2012

xNote

my measure of the Left panel side is not 1190, but 1197 (in spite of double checking position adn
angles)
Did produce a new B2, saved the old one as B2prOld

location of panels

Genesis measure drawing for wooden panels

white = Tamas Walickzy numbering yellow = Tjebbe/Genesis naming of panels of the mural

dFirst

2012-06-13 dLast 2012-06-21

green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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Tamas measurer drawing received 12/6/2012
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Depth:24 bit/pixel
Resolution:150 dpi
Format:TIFF
Size:150706348 bytes

Tjebbe production rectangle

production rectangle check with Genesis layer

Tamas measure drawing entered in SoftImage3D software received 12/6/2012

xNote

location of panels

Genesis measure drawing for wooden panels

white = Tamas Walickzy numbering yellow = Tjebbe/Genesis naming of panels of the mural

dFirst

2012-06-13 dLast 2012-06-21

green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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measured from base-line to under- and upper-side of the panel; base-line Genesis is from floor
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Tamas measurer drawing received 12/6/2012
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Tjebbe production rectangle

production rectangle check with Genesis layer

Tamas measure drawing entered in SoftImage3D software received 12/6/2012

xNote

location of panels

Genesis measure drawing for wooden panels

white = Tamas Walickzy numbering yellow = Tjebbe/Genesis naming of panels of the mural

dFirst

2012-06-13 dLast 2012-06-21

green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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measured from base-line to under- and upper-side of the panel; base-line Genesis is from floor
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Tamas measurer drawing received 12/6/2012
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Format:TIFF
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Tjebbe production rectangle

production rectangle check with Genesis layer

Tamas measure drawing entered in SoftImage3D software received 12/6/2012

xNote

location of panels

Genesis measure drawing for wooden panels

white = Tamas Walickzy numbering yellow = Tjebbe/Genesis naming of panels of the mural

dFirst

2012-06-13 dLast 2012-06-21

green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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/SCMURAL2master/SCMURAL2print/D1print.tif
measured from base-line to under- and upper-side of the panel; base-line Genesis is from floor
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Tamas measurer drawing received 12/6/2012
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Height:7209 pixels
Depth:24 bit/pixel
Resolution:150 dpi
Format:TIFF
Size:344945152 bytes

Tjebbe production rectangle

production rectangle check with Genesis layer

Tamas measure drawing entered in SoftImage3D software received 12/6/2012

xNote

how to align C3 and D1 that have 4mm difference (top, bottom, middle)? I did it bottom fo the time
being tj. 15/6/ 0046
There is also a slight gap at the top between D1 and D2

location of panels

Genesis measure drawing for wooden panels

white = Tamas Walickzy numbering yellow = Tjebbe/Genesis naming of panels of the mural

dFirst

2012-06-13 dLast 2012-06-21

green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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measured from base-line to under- and upper-side of the panel; base-line Genesis is from floor
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Tamas measurer drawing received 12/6/2012
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Depth:24 bit/pixel
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Format:TIFF
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Tjebbe production rectangle

production rectangle check with Genesis layer

Tamas measure drawing entered in SoftImage3D software received 12/6/2012

xNote

uneven spacers

location of panels

Genesis measure drawing for wooden panels

white = Tamas Walickzy numbering yellow = Tjebbe/Genesis naming of panels of the mural

dFirst

2012-06-13 dLast 2012-06-21

green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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measured from base-line to under- and upper-side of the panel; base-line Genesis is from floor
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Tamas measurer drawing received 12/6/2012
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Depth:24 bit/pixel
Resolution:150 dpi
Format:TIFF
Size:574573864 bytes

Tjebbe production rectangle

production rectangle check with Genesis layer.
This is a big mistake.. page 3 is date 19/4/2012
I scaled the Geneis layer to show it is wrong

Tamas measure drawing entered in SoftImage3D software received 12/6/2012

xNote

I have not (yet) taken off the top part, try to make that part of the margin there is a faulty difference
in the measure of the pannel side of approximate 7 mm; as is shown in the generated size
measures MB the standard size should be 1200
D3 door Left shows a big gap (needs to be checked)
location of panels

Genesis measure drawing for wooden panels

white = Tamas Walickzy numbering yellow = Tjebbe/Genesis naming of panels of the mural

dFirst

2012-06-13 dLast 2012-06-21

green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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Produced by my Pythagoras module for calcultaing angles and missing pannel measure numbers
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measured from base-line to under- and upper-side of the panel; base-line Genesis is from floor
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Tamas measurer drawing received 12/6/2012
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Depth:24 bit/pixel
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Format:TIFF
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Tjebbe production rectangle

production rectangle check with Genesis layer

Tamas measure drawing entered in SoftImage3D software received 12/6/2012

xNote

I see two spacers the left one without a number (not needed)?
Made a new corrected version

location of panels

Genesis measure drawing for wooden panels

white = Tamas Walickzy numbering yellow = Tjebbe/Genesis naming of panels of the mural

dFirst

2012-06-13 dLast 2012-06-21

green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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measured from base-line to under- and upper-side of the panel; base-line Genesis is from floor
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Tamas measurer drawing received 12/6/2012
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Tjebbe production rectangle

production rectangle check with Genesis layer

Tamas measure drawing entered in SoftImage3D software received 12/6/2012

xNote

location of panels

Genesis measure drawing for wooden panels

white = Tamas Walickzy numbering yellow = Tjebbe/Genesis naming of panels of the mural

dFirst

2012-06-13 dLast 2012-06-21

green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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measured from base-line to under- and upper-side of the panel; base-line Genesis is from floor
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Tamas measurer drawing received 12/6/2012

Width:14369 pixels
Height:7215 pixels
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Format:TIFF
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Tjebbe production rectangle

production rectangle check with Genesis layer

Tamas measure drawing entered in SoftImage3D software received 12/6/2012

xNote

another one with two unequal spacers

location of panels

Genesis measure drawing for wooden panels

white = Tamas Walickzy numbering yellow = Tjebbe/Genesis naming of panels of the mural

dFirst

2012-06-13 dLast 2012-06-21

green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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Genesis measure drawing for wooden panels

white = Tamas Walickzy numbering yellow = Tjebbe/Genesis naming of panels of the mural
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green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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spacer at the right has no number (not needed)?
made now three versions of this one (no angel info Tamas) remains a tiny gap at the E4 side and
at the top a bit too much space...
Double check Tamas?
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green = numbers from Genesis (but as they are not panel based, but aimed at montaging boards, I have not spent time in deriving comparable
individual panel numbers from Genesis drawing. I did make a comparison by importing all the panel parts from the Genesis drawing set, rendered
them in high resolution and montaged them in my system, while keeping the angle and aspect ratio exactly the same. The result is (with one
exception panel D3) not excactky the same as been measured by Tamas, but consistent enough to conclude that both measurement are minimal
compatible.
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